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Frank Stella (b. 1936)
Gray Scramble, 1968
Gray Scramble, 1968, painted just
two years before the artist's major
retrospective at the Museum of
Modern Art in New York, is a bold
example of Stella's massive
canvases that bridge the gap
between the monumentality of
Abstract Expressionism and the
exactitude of Minimalism. Taking
their name from a 1967 piece of
choreography by Merce Cunningham for which Stella designed both sets and costumes, the
“Scramble” series returned to the rectilinear format of the artist’s earlier works, following a
period of experimental shaped canvases typified by the “Protractor” and “Irregular Polygon”
series of the 1960s. Drawing upon the optically rich color palettes of those series, combined
with the rectangular composition of Stella’s “Black Paintings”, works like Gray Scramble are a
synthesis and culmination of Stella’s two most lauded bodies of work.
Composed of two sets of concentric squares – one set snugly next to the other – on a single
horizontal canvas, Gray Scramble approaches color in an orderly, almost mathematical manner.
The left squares run the spectrum from white to deep purple starting at the center, while the
right square gets lighter as one approaches its outer border. Alternating with lines of gray, these
color sets push and pull at the viewer’s eye, while also referring to the progression of grayscale
and Stella’s earlier “Black Paintings”. Striking chromatic opposites, the two squares are
composed on the artist’s trademark three-inch stretcher, which mimics the thickness of each
painted band. Stella explains his use of color: “The reason I used color that way at first, was to
fit the new work into the whole thinking of the striped pictures in general. I wanted to use a
fairly formalized, programmatic kind of color” (F. Stella, quoted in W. Rubin, Frank Stella,
Museum of Modern Art, New York, 1970, p. 76). Indeed, this controlled use of color allowed
Stella to continue his conceptual exploration of indexical frameworks for painting while
infusing his works with intoxicating energy and vitality.
The double-format of the present work gives the painting extraordinary optical dynamism and
challenges established modes of perception; Stella's ingenious arrangement of color and line
draws the eye to the center of the composition and creates a dueling sense of receding and
projecting depth. Simultaneously, the regular schematic pattern exemplified by the uniform
width of the bands, coupled with Stella's precise modulation of color and tonal values, collapse
space into a single flattened plane. The painting’s large scale allows for prismatic variation
within the same palette and more nuanced relations of color; creating an entirely new
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relationship to the viewer’s body, transforming the paintings from mere optical experiences to
powerful physical entities. Standing before its pulsating forms, the viewer is confronted with a
resplendent expanse that, in its prevision and subtle tonal variation at once withdraws and
advances, both into our space and into a recessional space of its own.
Gray Scramble was previously owned by renowned art collector and architect Graham Gund,
which quietly boats major works by many of the most preeminent artists of the 20th century,
including Frank Stella’s monumental shaped canvas Madinat As-Salam 1, 1970. Recently, Mr.
Gund donated 80 works to Kenyon college. Similar works to Gray Scramble can be found in
museum collections around the world, including Gray Scrambled Double Square, 1964, in The
Museum of Modern Art in New York, and Gran Cairo, 1962 in The Whitney Museum of
American art in New York. The present work has been in the same family collection since 1991.
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